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The constructive particularities of Portuguese old buildings, with specific and ancient constructive solutions and buildings 
aesthetics, determine the type of interventions and turn some of the most efficient interventions impossible to apply. Since the 
external appearance of buildings in old city centers must be preserved, nor is the use of external isolation not an alternative, neither 
the use of materials with low hygro-scopicity, due to the nature of the material used in exterior walls, usually stone. Presented 
research was expanded to figure out the reaction of different intervention solutions which are used in old buildings envelope to 
accomplish their energy performance. The old city center of Coimbra has a building typology very characteristic and similar to 
other Old Portuguese city centers, so the idea was to create a representative building of their dimensional characteristics. The 
modeled building unit was designed after studying around thirty buildings. With all the collected data, it was possible to design a 
building which we consider that as representative of Coimbra City Centre buildings. This modelled building was used to simulate, 
with Design Builder software, in real condition and with different solutions for interventions in facades, to predicting the thermal 
performance achieved for each one. Their final performance was analyzed and compared. The achieved results will be used to 
define the most suitable interventions in old buildings to improve its energy performance beside of good indoor air quality. 
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